
 Standard Price List
Digital & Litho 

Range v6.2



Business Cards
Start your story with personalised Business 
Cards. Small in size, but mighty in impact, a 
custom designed Business Card is your key to 
leaving that all-important lasting impression. 
We recommend luxury, heavy weight card with 
lamination for scuff resistance.

85x55 Business Card

Single sided landscape B003

400gsm gloss/matt lam £0.09

85x55 Business Card

Double sided landscape F120

250gsm silk £0.07

300gsm silk £0.08

300gsm gloss/matt lam £0.08

350gsm silk £0.08

350gsm gloss/matt lam £0.09

400gsm silk £0.08

400gsm gloss/matt lam £0.10

400gsm velvet lamination £0.11

810gsm lux board £0.47

Docufolders DOCF

300gsm silk £1.06

300gsm gloss/matt lam £1.44

350gsm silk £1.08

350gsm gloss/matt lam £1.46

0mm, 3mm & 5mm capacity available, folder comes with the 

same capacity pocket with or without business card slots. 

Folders not die cut. Ask us about our die cut options.
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Document folders
Portray that all important professional 
image and present your valuation literature 
to prospects in smart, quality folders. 
Ravensworth uses only thick card for a high 
quality and sturdy finish.

We’re confident that our prices are the best around but we know that 

saving even a few pounds can make all the difference.

That’s why we’ll try to match the price of your products if you find them 

cheaper with another high street printer.

https://ravensworth.co.uk/price-matching

Terms and conditions apply

Prices correct at printing - October 2022 - Minimum order quantity x100 Business cards, x50 Document folders



F020 & F014

F002 & F013 F045, F003 & F004

F046 & F023

Brochures - flat & folded
We offer a huge range of property brochure options to suit all your needs. With the low print 
runs we can ensure that you have the best marketing material for your buyers.

A4 single sided portrait F001

200gsm silk £0.32

200gsm uncoated £0.33

250gsm silk £0.35

250gsm uncoated £0.36

250gsm silk recycled £0.38

250gsm uncoated recycled £0.40

250gsm gloss/matt lam £0.38

300gsm silk £0.36

300gsm gloss/matt lam £0.39

350gsm silk £0.37

350gsm uncoated £0.38

350gsm silk recycled £0.40

350gsm uncoated recycled £0.42

350gsm gloss/matt lam £0.40

A4 double sided portrait F002

A4 double sided landscape F013

200gsm silk £0.33

200gsm uncoated £0.34

250gsm silk £0.39

250gsm uncoated £0.40

250gsm silk recycled £0.42

250gsm uncoated recycled £0.44

250gsm gloss/matt lam £0.42

300gsm silk £0.43

300gsm gloss/matt lam £0.47

350gsm silk £0.45

350gsm uncoated £0.46

350gsm silk recycled £0.47

350gsm uncoated recycled £0.49

350gsm gloss/matt lam £0.48

Prices correct at printing - October 2022 - Minimum order quantity x30 (x16 available via Marketing Toolkit & Instant Print Application (via Jupix))
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A4 4-page portrait (side fold) F003

A4 4-page landscape (top fold) F004

200gsm silk £0.61 

200gsm uncoated £0.62

250gsm silk £0.68

250gsm uncoated £0.64

250gsm silk recycled £0.66

250gsm uncoated recycled £0.68

250gsm gloss/matt lam £0.68

300gsm silk £0.65

300gsm gloss/matt lam £0.70

350gsm silk £0.68

350gsm uncoated £0.69

350gsm silk recycled £0.68

350gsm uncoated recycled £0.71

350gsm gloss/matt lam £0.74

A4 4-page landscape  (side fold) F010

200gsm silk £0.71

250gsm silk £0.92

250gsm gloss/matt lam £1.13

350gsm silk £1.01

350gsm gloss/matt lam £1.30

400gsm silk £1.10

400gsm gloss/matt lam £1.43

A3 tri-fold (140 x 297) F024

200gsm silk £1.37

250gsm silk £1.40

250gsm gloss/matt lam £1.60

300gsm silk £1.46

300gsm gloss/matt lam £1.66

350gsm silk £1.60

350gsm gloss/matt lam £1.72

eco range

eco range

eco range

eco range

eco range

eco range

eco range

eco range

eco range

eco range

eco range

eco range



F031, F006 & F018 F012 F010
F024

F048
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Prices correct at printing - October 2022 - Minimum order quantity x30 (x16 available via Marketing Toolkit & Instant Print Application (via Jupix))

210 x 210mm 4-page F045

200gsm silk £0.68 

200gsm uncoated £0.69

250gsm silk £0.79

250gsm uncoated £0.80

250gsm silk recycled £0.82

250gsm uncoated recycled £0.84

250gsm gloss/matt lam £0.89

300gsm silk £0.84

300gsm gloss/matt lam £0.95

350gsm silk £0.89

350gsm uncoated £0.90

350gsm silk recycled £0.92

350gsm uncoated recycled £0.95

350gsm gloss/matt lam £0.98

210 x 210mm 6-page (roll-fold ) F031

200gsm silk £0.64

250gsm silk £0.83

250gsm gloss/matt lam £0.98

350gsm silk £0.90

350gsm gloss/matt lam £1.05

A5 4-page landscape (side fold) F048

200gsm silk £0.40

200gsm uncoated £0.41

250gsm silk £0.44

250gsm uncoated £0.45

250gsm gloss/matt lam £0.57

300gsm silk £0.47

300gsm gloss/matt lam £0.61

350gsm silk £0.49

350gsm gloss/matt lam £0.63

A5 4-page landscape (top fold) F046

A5 4-page portrait (side fold) F023/F008

200gsm silk £0.39

200gsm uncoated £0.340

250gsm silk £0.43

250gsm uncoated £0.44

250gsm silk recycled £0.46

250gsm uncoated recycled £0.48

250gsm gloss/matt lam £0.48

300gsm silk £0.45

300gsm gloss/matt lam £0.50

350gsm silk £0.46

350gsm uncoated £0.47

350gsm silk recycled £0.49

350gsm uncoated recycled £0.51

350gsm gloss/matt lam £0.53

A5 2-page double sided landscape F020

A5 2-page double sided portrait F014

130gsm silk £0.20

170gsm silk £0.21

300gsm silk £0.24

300gsm gloss/matt lam £0.26

350gsm silk £0.25

350gsm gloss/matt lam £0.27

400gsm silk £0.25

400gsm gloss/matt lam £0.27

eco range

eco range

eco range

eco range

eco range

eco range

eco range

eco range



F031, F006 & F018
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Prices correct at printing - October 2022 - Minimum order quantity x30 (x16 available via Marketing Toolkit & Instant Print Application (via Jupix))

A4 6-page portrait (roll-fold) F006

200gsm silk £1.24

250gsm silk £1.29

250gsm gloss/matt lam £1.62

350gsm silk £1.37

350gsm gloss/matt lam £1.74

400gsm silk £1.68

400gsm gloss/matt lam £2.01

A4 6-page horizontal (roll-fold) F018

200gsm silk £1.24

250gsm silk £1.29

250gsm gloss/matt lam £1.62

350gsm silk £1.37

350gsm gloss/matt lam £1.74

400gsm silk £1.68

400gsm gloss/matt lam £2.01

A4 6-page landscape (roll-fold)  F012

200gsm silk £1.44

250gsm silk £1.50

250gsm gloss/matt lam £1.83

350gsm silk £1.58

350gsm gloss/matt lam £1.87

400gsm silk £1.81

400gsm gloss/matt lam £2.18



F005
F016

A4 8-page portrait (side fold) F007

200gsm silk £1.27

200gsm uncoated £1.28

250gsm silk £1.33

250gsm uncoated £1.34

250gsm silk recycled £1.37

250gsm uncoated recycled £1.39

250gsm gloss/matt lam £1.40

300gsm silk £1.40
300gsm gloss/matt lam £1.46
350gsm silk £1.46

350gsm uncoated £1.47

350gsm silk recycled £1.49

350gsm uncoated recycled £1.51

350gsm gloss/matt lam £1.52

A4 8-page landscape (top fold) F073

200gsm silk £1.40

250gsm silk £1.47

250gsm gloss/matt lam £1.58

350gsm silk £1.65

350gsm gloss/matt lam £1.75

400gsm silk £1.97

400gsm gloss/matt lam £2.08

A4 8-page landscape (side fold)  F005

200gsm silk £1.40

250gsm silk £1.47

250gsm gloss/matt lam £1.58

350gsm silk £1.65

350gsm gloss/matt lam £1.75

400gsm silk £1.97

400gsm gloss/matt lam £2.08

F007 F073

A4 12-page landscape  (side fold) F016

200gsm silk £1.53

250gsm silk £1.67

250gsm gloss/matt lam £2.31

350gsm silk £1.92

350gsm gloss/matt lam £2.56

A4 16-page landscape  (side fold) F019

200gsm silk £2.52

250gsm silk £2.55

250gsm gloss/matt lam £2.76

350gsm silk £3.24

350gsm gloss/matt lam £3.45

A4 20-page landscape  (side fold) F090

200gsm silk £2.68

250gsm silk £2.92

250gsm gloss/matt lam £3.31

350gsm silk £3.49

350gsm gloss/matt lam £3.78
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Brochures - saddle-stitched
A superior range of brochures, ideal for those extra special properties or for estate agencies with 
a quality brand image. Printed on luxurious finest grade silk card for best colour density and high 
definition print. All our saddle-stitched brochures have a 200gsm inner as standard.

Prices correct at printing - October 2022 - Minimum order quantity x30 (x16 available via Marketing Toolkit & Instant Print Application (via Jupix))

eco range

eco range

eco range

eco range



A4 12-page portrait (side fold) F052

200gsm silk £1.40

200gsm uncoated £1.41

250gsm silk £1.44

250gsm uncoated £1.45

250gsm gloss/matt lam £1.61

300gsm silk £1.49

300gsm gloss/matt lam £1.70

350gsm silk £1.58

350gsm gloss/matt lam £1.81

A4 16-page portrait (side fold) F029

200gsm silk £1.70

200gsm uncoated £1.71

250gsm silk £1.74

250gsm uncoated £1.75

250gsm gloss/matt lam £1.98

300gsm silk £1.84

300gsm gloss/matt lam £2.08

350gsm silk £1.95

350gsm gloss/matt lam £2.19

A4 20-page portrait (side fold) F060

200gsm silk £2.01

200gsm uncoated £2.02

250gsm silk £2.05

250gsm uncoated £2.06

250gsm gloss/matt lam £2.37

300gsm silk £2.14

300gsm gloss/matt lam £2.47

350gsm silk £2.25

350gsm gloss/matt lam £2.58

F052 F029
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Prices correct at printing - October 2022 - Minimum order quantity x30 (x16 available via Marketing Toolkit & Instant Print Application (via Jupix))

A4 24-page portrait (side fold) F061

200gsm silk £2.31

200gsm uncoated £2.32

250gsm silk £2.35

250gsm uncoated £2.36

250gsm gloss/matt lam £2.76

300gsm silk £2.44

300gsm gloss/matt lam £2.88

350gsm silk £2.55

350gsm gloss/matt lam £2.97

A4 28-page portrait (side fold) F062

200gsm silk £2.61

200gsm uncoated £2.63

250gsm silk £2.66

250gsm uncoated £2.67

250gsm gloss/matt lam £3.15

300gsm silk £2.74

300gsm gloss/matt lam £3.24

350gsm silk £2.86

350gsm gloss/matt lam £3.36



Prices correct at printing - October 2022 - Minimum order quantity Window Cards x2 on A4, x1 on A3 or larger

A1 Window Card (portrait) WC29

170gsm satin £9.26

200gsm satin £9.48

250gsm satin £9.67

Duratran (backlit - large format) £10.95

A0 Window Card (portrait) WC30

170gsm satin £18.52

200gsm satin £19.95

250gsm satin £19.95

Duratran (backlit - large format) £21.89

A4 Backlit Corner Flashes - Red with white text

Transparent plastic sheet x1 £1.50

A3 Backlit Corner Flashes - Red with white text

Transparent plastic sheet x1 £3.00

Window Cards & Corner Flashes
Complete your property marketing package, 
with impressive window cards available in  
Satin, Intran or Duratran.

A4 Window Card (portrait) WC5 

A4 Window Card (landscape) WC6 

200gsm satin £1.05

200gsm uncoated £1.09

250gsm satin £1.13

250gsm uncoated £1.14

250gsm uncoated recycled £1.19

250gsm gloss/matt lam £1.24

350gsm satin £1.21

350gsm uncoated £1.22

350gsm silk recycled £1.24

350gsm uncoated recycled £1.26

Intran (backlit - small format) £2.99

Duratran (backlit - large format) £3.15

WC7

£2.18

£2.31

£2.52

Minimum order quantity x2

A3 Window Card (portrait)

A3 Window Card (landscape)
200gsm satin

250gsm satin

250gsm gloss/matt lam Intran 

(backlit - small format) £3.28

Duratran (backlit - large format) £3.60

WC8
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WC28A2 Window Card (portrait)

A2 Window Card (landscape)
200gsm satin

250gsm satin

250gsm gloss/matt lam

Duratran (backlit - large format)

£6.59

£7.18

£7.69

£7.73

WC13
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Flyers & Posters
Make your message fly with high quality 
Leaflets and Flyers. Choose from a huge
range of paper stocks, in flat or folded, 
and craft communications that are 
guaranteed to catch all the right attention.

A5 2-page double sided landscape F020

A5 2-page double sided portrait F014

130gsm silk £0.20

170gsm silk £0.21

300gsm silk £0.24

300gsm gloss/matt lam £0.26

350gsm silk £0.25

350gsm gloss/matt lam £0.27

400gsm silk £0.25

400gsm gloss/matt lam £0.27

A6 Postcard portrait F042

A6 Postcard landscape F015

170gsm silk £0.11

300gsm silk £0.13

300gsm gloss/matt lam £0.15

350gsm silk £0.13

350gsm gloss/matt lam £0.15

400gsm silk £0.14

400gsm gloss/matt lam £0.17

DL Flyers F059

170gsm silk £0.08

300gsm silk £0.14

Prices correct at printing - October 2022 - Minimum order quantity x50 Flyers & Postcards only

A2 Poster portrait WC28

A2 Poster landscape WC13

200gsm satin £6.47

250gsm satin £7.18

250gsm gloss/matt lam £7.69

Duratran (backlit - large format) £7.73

A1 Poster portrait WC29

170gsm satin £9.26

200gsm satin £9.48

250gsm satin £9.67

Duratran (backlit - large format) £10.95

A0 Poster portrait WC30

190gsm satin £18.96

200gsm satin £18.52

250gsm satin £19.95

Duratran (backlit - large format) £21.89
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Banners & Display Boards
When the occasion calls for a message that 
can’t be missed, we recommend our banners.

A4 Display board

Single sided landscape F481

400gsm 5mm Foamex board £13.13

Single sided landscape F442

400gsm 5mm Foamcore board £13.13

A3 Display board

Single sided landscape F482

400gsm 5mm Foamex board £17.06

Single sided landscape F444

400gsm 5mm Foamcore board £17.06

A2 Display board

Single sided landscape F483

400gsm 5mm Foamex board £21.00

Single sided landscape F446

400gsm 5mm Foamcore board £21.00

A1 Display board

Single sided landscape F484

400gsm 5mm Foamex board £23.63

Single sided landscape F448

400gsm 5mm Foamcore board £23.63

Prices correct at printing - October 2022 - Minimum order quantity x50 Flyers & Postcards only

Foamex is comprised of PVC foam board and is incredibly 
rigid and sturdy. Available in 3mm and 5mm thick, Foamex 
can be customised with a matt or gloss finish and is great 
for use both indoors and outdoors. Ideal for: point of sale 
display, retail, exhibitions, events, trade show. 

Foamcore is made of a lightweight polystyrene foam centre 
sandwiched between two sheets of smooth white card, 
mounted with vinyl. It is available in either 5mm or 10mm 
thick and comes with the option of a matt or gloss finish.

Ideal for: point of sale, indoor signage,retail signage

Foamex                                                     Foamcore
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Banners & Display Boards

Prices correct at printing - October 2022 - Minimum order quantity x50 Flyers & Postcards only

1m x 1m Display board

Single sided landscape F485

400gsm 4mm Correx board £42.00

1.2m x 1.2m Display board

Single sided landscape F486

400gsm 4mm Correx board £60.38

1.2m x 2.4m Display board

Single sided landscape F487

400gsm 4mm Correx board £120.75

1.5m x 1.5m Banner

Single sided landscape F488

450gsm PVC banner with eyelits £64.97

1.5m x 3m Banner

Single sided landscape F489

450gsm PVC banner with eyelits £129.94

1.5m x 5m Banner

Single sided landscape F490

450gsm PVC banner with eyelits £216.56

1.5m x 10m Banner

Single sided landscape F491

450gsm PVC banner with eyelits £433.13

Correx is a material made up of two sheets polypropylene 
with a corrugated inner. Our Correx comes in 4mm thick 
and is waterproof, so is most commonly used outdoors. It’s 
tough, lightweight, economical and can be recycled.

Banner Vinyl (PVC) is crafted from front lit, high density 
yarn, Banner Vinyl is slightly textured, with a matt finish. 
Offering great readability, it’s economical and flexible 
enough for everyday use, whilst still keeping your printed 
colours vibrant and bold.

Ideal for: point of sale, exhibitions, events, retail and 
reception displays

Correx                                                        PVC Banner



Prices correct at printing - OCTOBER 2022. Please note Litho printing does not benefit from the automatic 10% off ordering via Marketing Toolkit and Instant Print App.
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Litho print

A5 double sided (portrait) F014

A5 double sided (landscape) F020 5000 10000 15000 20000 25000

130gsm silk £75.53 £133.10 £234.00 £251.68 £314.82

170gsm silk £100.07 £183.18 £255.33 £307.88 £384.85

300gsm silk £149.31 £285.65 £422.56 £523.71 £654.63

400gsm silk £212.64 £371.65 £561.88 £706.14 £872.24

400gsm gloss/matt lam £277.08 £523.39 £846.67 £1046.78 £1323.88

A6 Postcard (portrait) F042

A6 Postcard (landscape) F015 10000 15000 20000 25000

170gsm silk £96.50 £136.03 £155.81 £190.42

300gsm silk £141.18 £197.61 £266.79 £317.03

400gsm silk £218.60 £364.78 £390.56 £482.43

DL Flyers F059 7500 10000 15000 20000 25000

170gsm silk £106.32 £118.32 £148.56 £215.28 £252.13

300gsm silk £135.10 £155.14 £199.21 £289.29 £370.22

Letterhead (Single sided) F085 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000

120gsm uncoated  £56.94  £74.82  £122.22  £147.17  £154.17

160gsm uncoated  £62.50  £100.00  £138.89  £176.39  £215.28

Letterhead (Double sided) F086 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000

120gsm uncoated  £65.28  £98.75  £131.94  £165.13  £162.13

160gsm uncoated  £70.83  £109.72  £148.61  £187.50  £226.39

Compliment Slips (Single sided) F087 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000

120gsm uncoated £31.94 £45.83 £56.94 £69.44 £69.83

160gsm uncoated £33.33 £48.61 £62.50 £76.39 £91.67

Compliment Slips (Double sided) F089 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000

120gsm uncoated £41.67 £48.61 £62.50 £75.00 £86.11

160gsm uncoated £37.50 £52.78 £68.06 £83.33 £98.61

Delivery charges:
For digitally produced items a standard £5.20 per delivery is applied to each order. For items that are litho 
printed please find indicative number of boxes. We will confirm this at the time of order.

Quantity  Delivery  Number of Boxes Estimated
1,000   £5.50   1-3
3,000   £9.95   2-10
5,000   £14.95  4-15
10,000  £19.95  8-25

Further information: Next day delivery is only available on selected products and orders completed before 12 midday, to mainland UK addresses. Unfortunately orders cannot 
be split out and sent to different addresses or collated with other orders that have different turnaround times.



Design Services Options

Whether you have your own in-house design team, in-
house administration resource or you require a fully 
outsourced, bespoke design service – Ravensworth has a 
design service option to suit.

•  Microsoft Word Template Service 
Create your own property details using simple templates 
that have been professionally designed by Ravensworth. 
We are also integrated with many estate agency 
software providers enabling print ordering to be part of 
your everyday business process. 

•  Managed Service 
Ravensworth design and maintain templates, managing 
the creation of your property details to your own 
corporate guidelines – including high quality scanning, 
management of design and image quality, full colour 
proof and amend service. 

•  Bespoke Design Service 
Individually designed brochures for that extra special 
property or development.  
Prices available upon request. 

Property Particular Production and Delivery 
Times

Prices 

Prices are per brochure and exclude VAT. Minimum order of 
30 for standard and non-standard sizes. Add £5.20 delivery 
charge per drop.

Digital Print

Production and Delivery Times 
On orders received before 12 noon allow: 
1 working day for 200gsm 
2 working days for 170, 250, 300 and 350gsm or 
lamination. Allow a further 24 hours for saddle-stitching
2  working days for backlit window cards 
3-5 working days for posters (A1 and A0 sizes) and banners

Quantities over 500 require an extra production day.

Litho Print

Production and Delivery Times

Please allow 5 working days for all Litho production.

Other Marketing Materials

Whether you are looking to boost your high street presence 
with a high impact re-brand or maximise your reach with 
effective direct mail and door-to-door solutions, contact us 
to discover how Ravensworth can help.






